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Abstract: Closed-loop supply chain integrates both traditional and reverse SC. The traditional (forward) SC deals 
with product flow from supplier end to the end customer, whereas the reverse chain deals with post-customer 
product recovery and the relative added value. The present paper proposes a linear programming model of a closed-
loop supply chain (SC) with the aim to minimize both logistic and emission costs. The model is designed to help the 
decision maker to decide the optimal flow of material throughout the closed-loop supply chain in which the 
emissions are traded from inside/outside the SC. An experimental campaign is conducted within a two-tiers SC 
having a single product and a single raw material. Among the results, we found that emission cost is the highest 
contributor to the total cost of the SC. The value of decision variables vary according to the rate of recovery and 
recycling. The effects of change in levels of recovery and recycling indicate those costs that can be afforded for 
improving the design for a better recyclability. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, closed-loop supply chain is well known to be 
used in coping with emission problems in scenarios with 
forward and reverse flows (Fuentea et. al. 2008). 
Differently from supply chain which only has forward 
flows, the closed-loop supply chain has advantages in 
adding values for recovery and post-consuming service. 
This paper purposes to maximize operation business 
values with sustainable perspective considering waste 
disposal, recycling and emission trading. 

In early times, researches in sustainability were developed 
with respect to different performances dimensions as 
economy, environment, ecosystem, product quality and 
productivity (Barbiroli, 1996). How to link the 
management policies performances with firms and public 
in environmental, social, and economic is continually 
investigated (Growcom, 2008). In recent years, 
sustainability studies concerned with environmental, social 
and economic performances have increased (Savino & 
Apolloni, 2007; Carter et. al. 2011; Savino & Mazza, 
2014). The study of sustainable supply chains suggests 
that reducing emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) and 
harmful gases which could lead to natural catastrophe 
(Growcom  2008; Savino et al, 2015).  Carbon dioxide and 
carbon footprint (CFP) are the major components of 
GHG. Thus, CFP is used as main indicator for measuring 
GHG emission and emission trading. The reason for such 
a large amount of emissions is the large demand for 
energy from the global economy (Growcom 2008). 
Economic, energy, and emissions leading to a 
comprehensive consideration of policy formulation in 
industrial management and planning also reveal the source 
and significance of sustainable development (Savino et al, 
2015).  
Considering environmental practices in terms of GHG 

emissions, some studies spotted out that most recycling 
processes emit more GHG than production (Kirkke 
2011). This paper proposes a mixed integer linear 
programming model of a closed-loop supply chain to 
minimize total logistics and emission costs. The model 
developed may help a potential decision maker to decide 
the optimal flow of material through the closed-loop 
supply chain and the emission traded from inside, and 
outside the supply chain. 

   The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the 
relevant literature, while Section 3 presents the problem 
description. Section 4 details the mathematical model of 
the closed loop supply chain, for which an illustrative 
example is described in Section 5. The results are provided 
and discussed in Section 6, while the conclusion is given 
in Section 7. 

2. Literature Review 

Several researchers have conducted case studies to find 
the CFP of many activities/organisations. Researchers at 
the Berkeley Institute of Environment conducted a CFP 
analysis of the institute in 2008 and they found out that 
total emission was 417,000 mtCO2eq. and 97% of these 
emissions were of  indirect type (Jones et. al. 2010). Cui et. 
al. (2010) conducted a CFP analysis of the bus rapid 
transit (BRT) system based on a life cycle assessment 
(LCA) approach and found that direct emissions of 
vehicles accounted for 23% of the total CFP. There are 
several such studies of emissions: Norwegian 
municipalities (Larsen et. al. 2012), products like canned 
mussels (Iribarren et. al. 2010), banana (Craig et. al. 2012), 
etc. A similar study was in the capital of India to find CFP 
and different pollutants from transport sector (Singh & 
Sharma 2011). In past times, researches on life cycle 
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assessment (LCA) and supply chain operations reference 
model (SCOR) investigated methodology of sustainability 
in supply chain (A. Chaabane, 2012; Blanchard, 2008). 
Ramudhin, et al. (2008) introduced a mixed integer linear 
programming  model for carbon sensitive traditional 
supply chain with a twofold objective. One is economic 
objective, another one is environmental objective. 
Economic objective consists of total logistics cost and a 
penalty cost for excess emissions. In this model, the 
carbon emission level is limited and carbon trading was 
not considered. Then, they extended the work by 
analysing a steel based supply chain (Ramudhin et. al. 2009, 
2011). In these papers, they fronted the problem finding 
the trade-off between total logistics cost and emission. 
They extended the model further by modelling a closed 
loop supply chain and considered multi-period planning 
horizon under LCA scheme (Ramudhin et. al. 2010, 2012). 
Diabat and Simchi-Levi (2010) introduced a carbon-
capped supply chain network (CCSCN), which is a two-
level multi-commodity facility location problem, with a 
carbon emission constraint. Abdallahet. al. (2011) 
extended this model by adding trading price of carbon. In 
order to investigate the environmental performance such 
as GHG emissions linked to economic, the 
acknowledgment of allowance for emission trading 
scheme are discussed by Chaabane et al. (2012). This last 
finding demonstrates that a supply chain is efficient the 
total emission is less than carbon  penalty cost. 

3. Problem Description 

The main purpose of the model developed in this paper is 
to investigate emissions influence among: i) the different 
stages of ii) the SC and economic policies of purchasing 
CFP from outside the SC. The first stage of the SC 
considers Supplier (S), who supplies raw materials to 
production center. Second stage is Production Center (P), 
that utilizes raw material to realizes products. Third stage 
consists in Distributors (D), who collects finished goods 
from factory and distribute it to customers. The supply 
chain has to meet the demand of Customers (C) which 
form the fourth stage. The final stage is the Recycler (R), 
who collects and recycles the post-consumer goods. It is 
assumed that during recycling a part of the goods recycled 
are converted to be used as input material for the factory. 
The remaining part of collected goods is disposed-off. 
The objective of the proposed model is the minimization 
of Logistics Cost (E1) and  Emission Cost (E2). The 
logistics cost is concerned with the economic objectives of 
the supply chain which includes Raw Material Purchasing 
Cost from supplier and recycler (SC), total Production 
Cost at production centers (PC), Distribution Center 
Processing Cost (DC), Recycling Costs (RC) and 
Transportation Cost (TC) among nodes. RC includes 
recovery cost of used goods from customer end, recycling 
and disposal costs at recycling center. Emission Cost (EC) 
includes cost of emission of facilities in SC and the cost 
for purchasing/selling emission for the same facilities.  

4. Methodology  

As shown in Fig. 1a, the model presents a structure of 
closed-loop supply chain. The actual model (Fig.1b) 
assume that the following conditions i) sufficient capacity 
to meet the demands of production plants; ii) unit cost of 
raw material is known and constant; iii) the quality of raw 
material from different suppliers is the same. 

4.1  Economic objective (E1): 

E1 aims to minimize the sum of raw material acquisition 
cost, production costs, processing cost at distribution 
centers, recycling costs and transportation costs.  Denoted 
with1: 
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nn

Sn Pn
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nn Xc '

'
'∑∑

∈ ∈

=  (1) 
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Quantity processed
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The total costs are as follows 

TCRCDCPCSCE ++++=1    (9) 

4.2  Environmental objective (E2) 

Epospi TCCCCCCCECE ++−+=2    (10) 

Where, E2 aims to minimize total emission of the supply 
chain in terms of cost. EC is emission cost of each facility; 
CCpi is carbon purchased inside of supply chain; CCs is 
carbon sold within the supply chain;  CCpo is carbon 
purchased from outside supply chain; TCE is cost of 
emission due to transportation. 

Aggregate emission cost = ∑
∪∪∈ RDPn

ae
n

e
n Xc   (11) 

                                                             
1 See the notation overview in the Appendix 
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Thus, the optimization function is: Min 
21 EEZ +=  

 (16) 4.3 Constraints 
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ii. Production of units 
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iii. Distribution centers 
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Emission of a production unit:
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iv. Customers  
Quantity acquired from distribution center: 
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Quantity recovered by recycling centers: 
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v. Recycling center 
Recycling capacity:  
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vi. Transportation 

Transportation capacity:
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vii. Emission 
Emission capacity: 
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5. Model Development 

As example, a single product environment which requires 
a single raw material is considered. The supply chain 
consists of one Supplier (S1), two Factories (P1 and P2), 
two Distribution Centers (D1 and D2), three Customers 
(C1, C2 and C3) and one Recycling Center (R1). Recycled 
goods are considered to be good as raw material. The 
program flow of closed-loop supply chain and the 
proposed model are shown in Figure 1a and 1b. 

 

Figure 1a. Closed-loop Supply Chain 

 

Figure 1b.  The Supply Chain Model proposed 
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Logistic and distance among nodes n to n’, t
nnd ' is shown 

in Table 1. Table 2 shows capacity, unit processing cost, 
and emission per unit of plant, distribution center, 
recycling center and transportation. Table 3 provides limit 
in emission parameters like emission per facility, emission 
purchased from inside, and outside the supply chain and 
emission sold in the supply chain. Table 4 shows the unit 
cost of raw material from supplier and recycler and their 
capacity. 

 

 

Table 1 Distance Matrix 

S 

P 
S1 

P 

D 
P1 P2 D 

C D1 D2 

P1 75 D1 68 37 C1 80 73 

P2 20 D2 25 54 C2 23 105 

     C2 64 17 

C 
R 

C1 C2 C3 
 

P 
R P1 P2 

R1 16 164 55 R1 48 38 

 

Table 2 Processing Capacity, Processing Cost and Emission 

 Production 
( unit-1) 

Distribution 
 Center 
(unit-1) 

Recycling center Transport
ation 

(km-1) 
Recycling 
(unit-1) 

Disposal 
(unit-1) 

Capacity P
nQ = 3000  D

nQ =2000 RrQ1 = 3500  RdQ1 = 3000  
t
nnQ '

= 

400 
 

Processing 
cost 

P
nc = 10  D

nc = 2  Rrc1 = 3 Rdc1 = 5 
t
nnc '= 

12 
 

Emission p
nu = 1/50  D

nu = 1/100  Rr
nu = 1/75  Rd

nu = 1/25  
teu =1/

25 

Table 3 Emission Parameters 
 Production  Distribution 

center 
Recycling 

center Market price 

nE  30 30 30 100 unit-1 
pe
nE  120 120 120 200 unit-1 
se
nE  30 30 30 200 unit-1 
oe
nE  300 300 300 500 unit-1 

Table 4 Raw Material Cost and Capacity 
 Capacity Unit cost 
Supplier SPQ1 = 4000 unit SP

nnc '
= 10 unit-1 

Recycler RPQ1 =2400 unit RP
nnc '

= 8 unit-1 

 Different demands for customer zone is assumed as 1000, 
800 and 1200 units. The results are explained for 100% 
recovery and 80% recycling. The recovery cost is 
considered as 1 per unit from customer end.  

6. Results 

The model is calculated by using MATLAB R4.0a with the 
data shown above. The results show that total raw 
material available in the recycler is used to meet the 
demand, and the remaining quantity is obtained from the 

supplier. Since the distance between recycler and 
production plant is less, more amount of recycled material 
is used for production and about two third of total 
demand is produced in this plant. Quantity transported 
through each path and emission traded is shown in Table 
5 and 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 Quantity Transported Between Nodes 

Path Quantity 
 

Number 
of trips

 
Path

 
Quantity 

 
Number 
of trips

 
S1 – 
P1 

spX11 = 0 spY11 = 0 D2 – C1
 

dcX 21 = 800
 

dcY21 = 2
 

S1 – 
P2 

spX12 = 600 spY12 = 2 D2 – C2
 

dcX 22 = 0
 

dcY22 = 0
 

P1 – 
D1 

pdX11 =0 pdY11 = 0 D2 – C3
 

dcX 23
= 1200

 
dcY23 = 3

 

P1 – 
D2 

pdX12 =2000 pdY12 = 5 C1 – R1
 

crX11 = 1000
 

crY11 = 3
 

P2 – 
D1 

pdX 21 = 1000
 pdY21 = 3 C2 – R1

 
crX 21 = 800

 
crY21 = 2

 

P2 – 
D2 

pdX 22 = 0
 

pdY22 = 0
 C3 – R1

 
crX 31 = 1200

 
crY31 = 3

 

D1 – 
C1 

dcX11 = 200
 

dcY11 = 1
 R1 – P1

 
rpX11 = 2000

 
rpY11 = 5

 

D1 – 
C2 

dcX12 = 800
 

dcY12 = 2
 

R1 – P2
 

rpX12 = 400
 

rpY12 = 1
 

D1 – 
C3 

dcX 13 = 0
 

dcY13 = 0
  

 

Table 6 Emission Traded 
 P1 P2 D1 D2 R1 
e
nX  40 20 10 20 56 
ae
nX  30 30 30 26 30 

pe
nX  10

 
0
 

0
 

0
 

26
 

se
nX  0 10 20 6 0 

oe
nX  0 0 0 0 0 
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As results, shown in Fig.2, only 27% of cost of the supply 
chain is due to production, making it as the highest 
contributor to the total supply chain cost. If sustainability 
is not addressed in this model, emission cost could be 
eliminated. The emission cost accounts about 18% of total 
supply chain cost. Thus, this model gives an opportunity 
to identify the impact of emission on environment. 
Emission cost indicates the expenses for balancing 
adverse environmental impact. Supply and transportation 
cost account about 23% of the total cost. Recycling and 
distribution completes the remaining costs.  

 
Figure 2 Total Supply Chain Cost 

The contribution towards the emission cost by different 
component of supply chain is shown in Figure 3. 
Aggregated emission and CFP traded is given in Table 5. 
Figure 3 shows that transportation is the highest 
contributor to total emission, which could be reduced by 
incorporating a better technology. In the supply chain 
facilities, recycling center has largest amount of emission. 
However, this emission is balanced with other facilities in 
the supply chain. As a result, emissions are more 
distributed in the supply chain itself. 

 
Figure 3 Total Emission Cost of The Supply Chain 

Table 5 shows different emission parameters. Among the 
facilities, recycle center has maximum emission which is 
56 CFP units. The excess amount of CFP is purchased 
from other facilities of the supply chain, like distribution 
centre 1 and 2. These distribution centres sell 20 and 6 
units of CFP, respectively, to the recycling centre. 
Production centre 2 sells 10 CFP units to production 
centre 1. Thus the aggregate emission of the facilities is 
found to be 30 for production centre 1 and 2, distribution 
center1 and recycling centre. Distribution centre 2 has an 
aggregate emission of 26 unit. Hence, the excess 4 units 
can be sold outside the supply chain. 

 

Figure 4 Impact of recovery and recycling on total supply 
chain cost 

Thus, the purchase of CFP from outside supply chain is 
not necessary. The supply chain has an excess amount of 
4 CFP units, which could be sold outside the supply chain 
in case of a demand. 

   If no quantity is recovered, the supply chain is 
equivalent to a traditional supply chain. That is, the 
transportation cost of reverse chain and cost due to 
recycling centre is not a part of the total supply chain cost. 
The value of decision variables will change according to 
the quantity collected from customer end and the ratio of 
recyclable inventory. A decrease in the percentage of post-
consumer goods collected could also decrease the total 
supply chain cost. However it will negatively affect the 
sustainability of the supply chain. The effect of change in 
levels of recovery and recycling of this supply chain is also 
analysed. The variation in the total cost for different levels 
of recovery and recycling is given in Figure 4. This 
analysis shows that as the recovery rate decreases, the 
supply chain cost also decreases. However, maximum 
level of recovery is required for sustainability of supply 
chain. Minimum cost of 100% recovery is less than the 
maximum cost of 60% recovery. The cost for maximum 
recovery and no recycling is 146.888 Euros and maximum 
recycling is 108.888 Euros. Hence, about 38.000 euros can 
be spent for improving the product design for better 
recyclability. Recycling costs and emissions can be reduced 
by better design of the product considering environment, 
disassembly and recycling (Ilgin & Gupta 2010). 

7. Conclusions 

Evaluation of a carbon sensitive closed-loop supply chain 
is discussed in this paper. A MILP model is developed to 
evaluate the supply chain considering economic and 
environmental objectives. The model developed allows 
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trading of CFP among the members of the SC and trading 
with outside parties. It helps i) to balance the CFP among 
the members of the supply chain and ii) if CFP of supply 
chain is more than the cap it allows to purchase the excess 
from outside for filling the cap. The model is 
demonstrated with an example of a supply chain having 
single product, single raw material, single supplier, two 
plants, two distributors, three demand zones and single 
recycler. It has been found that emission cost is the major 
contributor to the total cost of the supply chain. The 
maximum emission cost is contributed by transportation. 

   The value of decision variables will vary according to 
the rate of recovery and recycling. If no quantity is 
recovered, the supply chain acts as a forward supply chain. 
However, the sustainability of a traditional supply chain is 
very poor. The analysis of effect of change in levels of 
recovery and recycling suggests the cost that can be spend 
for improving the design for better recyclability.  

   This model could be further extended using multi–
product and multiple planning horizon scenarios. Impact 
of technology can also be introduced in logistics and 
emission. 
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Appendix 

Notation overview 

D
nc  - Processing cost of product at distribution center Dn∈  

e
nc  

- Emission cost of facility RDPn ∪∪∈  

oe
nc  - Market price of buying a CFP from outside supply chain 

for RDPn ∪∪∈  
pe
nc  - Market price of buying a CFP from inside supply chain 

for RDPn ∪∪∈  
se
nc  - Market price of selling a CFP inside supply chain 

for RDPn ∪∪∈  
P
nc  - Production cost of product at production center Pn∈  

Rd
nc - Disposal cost of collected products at recycling center Rn∈  

Rr
nc  - Recycle cost of collected products at recycling center Rn∈  

t
nnc ' -Transportation cost between 

nodes Nn∈ to Nn∈' , RCDPSN ∪∪∪∪∈ per kilometer  
CR
nnc ' - Collecting cost of goods from customer Cn∈ , for recycling 

center Rn∈'  
RP
nnc ' - Purchasing cost of one unit raw material from recycler Rn∈ , 

for production center Pn∈'  
SP
nnc ' - Purchasing cost of one unit raw material from supplier Sn∈ , for 

production center Pn∈'  
t
nnd '

- Distance between each nodes Nn∈ to Nn∈'  

nE  - Aggregated limit in terms of CFP emissions 

for RDPn ∪∪∈  
oe
nE - Limit in emission purchased in terms of CFP from outside supply 

chain for RDPn ∪∪∈  
pe
nE - Limit in emission purchased in terms of CFP from inside supply 

chain for RDPn ∪∪∈  
se
nE - Limit in emission sold in terms of CFP from inside supply chain 

for RDPn ∪∪∈  
C
nQ - Demand of product for customer Cn∈  

D
nQ - Distribution capacity at distribution center Dn∈  

P
nQ - Production capacity of production plant Pn∈  

S
nQ  - Supply capacity of supplier Sn∈  

Rd
nQ - Disposal capacity of recycling center Rn∈  

Rr
nQ - Recycle capacity of recycling center Rn∈  

RP
nQ - Recycled inventory of recycler Rn∈  that can be supplied to 

production plant 
t
nnQ '

- Capacity of transportation between node Nn∈  and node 

Nn∈'  
C
nu  -Return rate target for the product from customer Cn∈  
d
nu  - Emission for a unit product in a distribution center Dn∈  
p
nu  

- Emission during production of a unit product in a plant Pn∈  
r
nu  

- Useful recycled quantity in percentage for recycling 

center Rn∈  
Rr
nu - Emission during recycling of a unit used item in a recycling 

center Rn∈  
Rd
nu - Emission during disposal of a unit used item in a recycling 

center Rn∈  
teu  - Emission cost during unit - Km  

Decision variables: 
P
nX - Quantity produced in production center Pn∈  
Rd
nX  

- Quantity disposed in recycling center Rn∈  

Rr
nX  

- Quantity recycled in recycling center Rn∈  

e
nX    

-Emission per facility RDPn ∪∪∈  
ae
nX -Aggregate CFP per facility RDPn ∪∪∈  
pe
nX -CFP purchased from inside the supply chain per facility 

RDPn ∪∪∈  
se
nX -CFP sold inside the supply chain per facility RDPn ∪∪∈  

oe
nX -CFP purchased from outside the supply chain per facility 

RDPn ∪∪∈  
t
nnX '

- Quantity transported between nodes Nn∈ to Nn∈'  
t
nnY '

- Number of transportation between node Nn∈ and Nn∈'  
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